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Euroseek.com and jahaya.com create private financial forum

The Internet service Euroseek and the independent insurance broker jahaya.com have in
the last few days closed an agreement to create a new private financial forum.

Visitors to the Euroseek.com portal will now obtain independent advice around different types
of pension and personal insurance coverage. They will also receive insurance offers and be able
to obtain a full overview of all their personal insurance.

Euroseek is reinforcing its investments in information and services specially designed for private
persons through this co-operation.

“Euroseek wants to be both a leading information resource and an appreciated meeting place for
business and pleasure,” says Catherine Sahlgren, CEO of Euroseek.

“Euroseek’s strong Swedish platform and international coverage is very interesting for us,” says
Per Eliasson, Managing Director of jahaya.com. “There is a strong demand for good private
financial guidance, and Euroseek is a suitable collaborative partner for us,” he adds.

Euroseek and jayaha.com will initially co-operate round insurance, but expect to successively
expand the content and co-operation towards other countries and languages.

Euroseek.com’s visitors are offered an insurance portfolio free of charge with yahaya.com to a
value of 250 SEK. This service is already available at www.euroseek.com.

For further information, contact:

Catherine Sahlgren, CEO of Euroseek, on phone +46 70-567 25 50, or
catherine.sahlgren@euroseek.net

Per Eliasson, Managing Director of jahaya.com, on phone +46 707-35 64 02, or
per.eliasson@jahaya.com

For further information on Euroseek and trading with the Euroseek shares, see
http://about.euroseek.com.

Euroseek (www.euroseek.com) is one of the leading European Internet services. Euroseek
provides Internet access with wireless/fixed broadband connection, portals with their own
search engines, information, multimedia, entertainment, and services and e-business for all
Europeans. The Euroseek portals and their content are made uniquely for all European
countries and in 39 languages. Euroseek has its head office in Stockholm and the group has 65
employees, with a portal traffic of some 37 million visits a month..

jahaya.com (www.jahaya.com) is a registered broker on the Internet and acts as the customer’s
representative in relation to insurance companies. Customers of jahaya.com receive insurance
guidance, an overview of their insurance holdings, comparisons of terms and premiums, and
functions to directly purchase or change their pension and personal insurance coverage.


